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NEW EREA CHAIRMAN’S GUIDELINES 2018-2019
On the 30th of November 2017 Dr. Catalin NAE, Chairman and CEO of INCAS, was elected
Chairman of EREA for the years 2018-2019. He succeeds Bruno SAINJON, Chairman and CEO of
ONERA. What goals does Dr. Catalin NAE pursue and what issues does he want to put on EREA’s
agenda for the 2 coming years?
In European Aviation research field, in upcoming period 2018-2019, EREA will:


contribute to important political actions on R&D in Aviation in Europe (EC, EP, Council) towards
securing the flagship role of Aviation Research in future FP9;



support further development of JRI Future Sky as EREA brand for excellence in aviation
research;



maintain relations and relevance inside ACARE;



increase strategic role in Clean Sky JU and SESAR JU;



continue developing participation in Horizon 2020 (e.g. common use of ERC grants, strategic
research infrastructures and other possibilities of H2020);



support cooperation in the defence area and promote the need for specific and dedicated
instruments for aviation research in the European Defence Fund (EDF).

EREA will continue to build bridges between research and industry, contributing to both top-down
and bottom-up approaches, and will support ASD and EC with its expertise, being pro-active
within the future evolutionary and revolutionary aviation research.
In relation to aeronautical defence research activities, in upcoming years 2018-2019, EREA will:


maintain relations toward EDA and EC/DG GROW;



support with expertise towards EDA and EC, contributing to the definition of defence research
activities;



increase efforts towards the “Security for Aviation” topic in PADR
in Horizon 2020 and further continuation FP9;



support EDA in order to perform strategic analyses to identify new
technologies for defence and security purposes.

In relationship with EASA, EREA will develop stronger relations and
identify opportunities and develop suitable cooperation actions.
In the human resources field, EREA will:





increase efforts towards human resources mobility, as well as
education, training and integration of young researchers in
aviation R&I activities;
share the best practices and further develop skills of our experts,
together with traditional academic partners (EASN, Pegasus);
create a platform for sharing best practices and lessons learnt in
R&D (technical aspects, human resources, management,
economy).
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